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5 SEM TDC PHYH (CBCS) C 12

2 0 2 3

( November )

PHYSICS

( Core )

Paper : C-12

( Solid-state Physics )

Fall Marks : 53

Pass Marks : 21

Time : 3 hours

The figures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

1. Choose the correct option from the following
(any five] : 15 5

(a) If 0-28 nm is the interatomic distance in.
NaCl crystal, the lattice parameter is
(i) 0*14 nm

(ii) 0-56 nm

(iU) 0-08 nm

(iv) None of the above
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(b) The Miller indices of i
to. and. axes Plane paraUel
(i) (10 0)

(ii) (010)

(^) (0 0 1)

H (111)

(^) At lower temperature tu i
heat varies as ' lattice specific
(i) 7^3

(U)

(ui) T

(iv) i/x

(^} For a given dielectrie
^creases, the ionic 'tT^ temperature

Increases ^Izability
decreases
remains i_

(iv) M ^^^^^ged<'") None Of the above
lterromagnet,v

ot fevrites
W

are
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 copper
(^) zinc

^ttntinina,

( 3 )

(f) A superconducting material on being
subjeLd to the critical field changes to
(i) critical conductivity

(U) superconductivity wteh
independent of temperature

(iii) normal state

(iv) Remains uninfluenced
A- m the following

2. Answer any five horo 2x5=10
questions :

^„ii and atomic packing
(a) Define umt cell ana

factor.

radius in crystal.
(b) Define atomic

Calculate the atomic
b.c.c. lattices.

.  bv hysteresis in
(c) What is meant

magnetic material?

„ o». a. (nil
structure.

rurie law and Cune(e) What are Cune
temperature?

briefly.
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3. faj mat is diffraction of X-rays? Explain
Bragg s law for X-ray diffraction. 2+3=5

fbj What is a reciprocal lattice? Find the
lattice vectors for h.c^^c^

2+4=6
Or

What are atomic and
factors? Explain. geometrical

4. Derive the expression for the H' ■
relation for a linear dispersion
atoms. i^oatomic chain of

5. {aj Distinguish dia- and
Explain classical
diamagnetic domain theory of
Explain classical the
polarizability. electric

Or

Clausius-MossotrDistinguish conductor s
insulator on th ' ̂^^~^°^ductorinsulator on T' ®^^i-conductor

^eory of soUds. of band

Or
^^t is mobUity? Hi

6- What is critical n, HaU effect.
type-II superrn^ucttf
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